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 <Slide #1> The last few weeks we have been thinking about God’s revelation – 
particularly as it is revealed in Scripture 

 We have traced the need for scripture and some of the history about receiving 
the bible in our own tongue 

 Last week we looked at the reception of that scripture – not just the print on the 
page, but how we might digest and discern God’s meaning in it for ourselves 

 Today we are going to explore the application of what Scripture says, into our 
situations, as we dwell on what James has to say in the words that we have 
heard read. 

 Some of you may have seen a movie released by the Disney studio only in 
January 2016, called “The Finest Hours”.1 

 It is a disaster movie that dramatically portrays a true story of the actions of a US 
Coast Gard crew, who in 1952, went out in the middle of an absolutely frightening 
storm off Chatham in Massachusetts, on the east coast of USA 

 The story follows the fortunes of the smaller of the two coast guard boats, and its 
skipper Bernie Webber. 

 The first (and larger) Coast Guard Boat had been dispatched earlier in the day, 
taking a safe passage to the south to assist one other troubled craft 

 However, the news of another stricken vessel saw our luckless crew receiving 
orders to be sent out 

 Their mission was to rescue the crew of a sinking freighter which was stricken & 
aground as a result of the storm 

 But the most timely way to get to the freighter was to brave crossing the 
treacherous waters over a sand bar & shoals, directly east & into the storm. 

 I have grabbed some video snatches from the film trailer, largely showing the 
Coast Guard boat, with Bernie at the helm.  Toward the end of the clip there are 
some shots of the broken hulk of the freighter and the crew 

 <Slide #2> “The Finest Hours” 

 Drama on the high seas.  Captain Bernie Webber, makes it to the freighter, 
rescues the remaining crew, and finds himself still in midst of the storm in a boat 
designed for 12, with 32 people on board.  No compass, no radio, no sun light for 
direction, with only his local knowledge of coast and the prevailing winds to guide 

 What do we do when we are in trouble?  How do we respond to the crises we 
face? 

 I can talk here until I am blue in the face, the merits and sage counsel of the 
Scriptures – but it will not avail you anything, if it does not surface when needed 

 How do we take knowledge and convert it to wisdom for living?  Scriptural 
dexterity, which will morph into application? 

 <Slide #3> James, this James widely believed to be one of Jesus’ brothers, and a 
leader of the early church, is nothing if he is not practical.  This letter is intended 
for a wide audience it seems (the 12 tribes of the scattered church), and actually 
reads more like sermon notes, than a theological dissertation <Frame #1> 

❖ James 1:2–3 (ESV) 2 Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of 
various kinds, 3 for you know that the testing of your faith produces steadfastness.  

 James assumes it as assumed knowledge that trials are part of everyone’s 
experience of life. 

                                                           
1 http://disney.wikia.com/wiki/The_Finest_Hours 
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 But here he is drawing links between that truth ‘everyone has troubles’, and how 
we approach it as people of faith.  This is application. 

 Christians are a special people, but not a protected species.  Indeed, there is a sense in 

which they ought to expect even more than their share of the buffetings of life.2 

 James takes it for granted that ‘the natural effect of (trials) is to imperil persistence in 

faith’3 

 That is what you would expect, right?  That disappointment, “Bad luck” would 
lead many to conclude “Yeah, I tried it once, but it didn’t work for me, so I gave 
up” 

 Heaps of people wear Christian Jewellery, I wonder how many imagine it to be 
like a talisman to ward off misfortune? 

 “Belief isn’t simply a thing for fair times and bright days, I think.  What is belief - 
what is faith – if you don’t continue in it after failure?       Anyone can believe in 
something, that always succeeds, [Mistress]… But failure…ah, now that is hard 
to believe in, certainly and truly.  Difficult enough to have value, I think.”4 

 But in a stunning approach, James sees here opportunity, not defeat or failure in 
that experience 

 In the midst of that testing, as it runs its course – steadfastness, (or patience) is 
born.  Where will God turn up here? 

 I was talking with someone a week or two ago, and they were boxed in to a pretty 
tough challenge, and feeling the full weight of that 

 So, they talked it around in this endless circle which had been tormenting them. 

 The individual was a mature person of faith, so we stopped and prayed about it.  
And I said, “Lord, I don’t know what to do, but we do want to hear from you, in the 
midst of this” 

 And we sat together and after a while they said, well, “I am not sure how this fits, 
but I can’t help, but thinking about the encounter of Jesus with… (man born blind) 

 It didn’t seem immediately obvious, but as we sat together and pondered, we 
realised that their assumption about their own position was all wrong – (pre-
healing, when it needed to be post-healing), and that simple truth reframed the 
issue 

 Yes, the troubles were still there to face – but the approach, the perspective… 
changed – and hope could flourish. 

 In that person’s experience, patience – with their faith expressed in a request, 
brought refreshment. 

 That is the product of doing the miles with God. 

 It is actually okay to have problems when God makes Himself available.  They 
don’t seem quite so significant. 

 In any relationship the ones who are genuinely your friends, do not tend to be the 
ones you first met 5 minutes ago at the Petrol station. 

 No true friends had walked the yards with you through the years, and you are 
prepared to grant them latitude, when things are grim or look the worst.  That is 
what James is talking about in vs. 4 <Slide #4> 

                                                           
2 Motyer, J. A. (1985). The message of James: the tests of faith (p. 14). Leicester, England; Downers Grove, IL: 

Inter-Varsity Press. 
3 Motyer, J. A. (1985). The message of James: the tests of faith (p. 30). Leicester, England; Downers Grove, IL: 

Inter-Varsity Press. 
4 Sanderson, Brandon,   Mistborn “The Final Empire” p. 579 
 

https://ref.ly/logosres/bstus80jas?ref=Page.p+14&off=290&ctx=+protected+species.+~Indeed%2c+there+is+a+s
https://ref.ly/logosres/bstus80jas?ref=Bible.Jas1.2-4&off=3657&ctx=h+put+to+the+test%E2%80%99.+~James+takes+it+for+g
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❖ James 1:4 (ESV) 4 And let steadfastness [patience, endurance] have its full 
effect, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.  

 James’ word (hypomonē) [Steadfast-Patience] is well summed up by… ‘active 

steadfastness in, rather than passive submission to, circumstances.’  It is a word which 

means ‘staying power’, ‘constancy’… ‘endurance’ and ‘stickability’.5 

 James does not expect his audience to be sitting, pouting under a vine leaf like 
Jonah, waiting to see if God will ‘fix’ things. 

 Faith is expressed in the pursuit. <Slide #5> 
❖ James 1:5 (ESV) 5 If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask God, who gives 
generously to all without reproach, and it will be given him.  

 This promise I told you I claimed as a brand-new Christian. 

 When you are first ‘in-Christ’ wide eyes and filled with wonderment, the second 
half of this verse actually migt not seem to be a problem. 

 You ask, and God the generous giver gives.  End of story.  Thankyou. 

 However, where you have some experience under your belt, you may begin 
(knowing your faults as you do), to wonder if God might not be so Generous. 

 You might do some of God’s thinking for Him.  Like… 

 “Well you didn’t listen to me last time”…  “You haven’t Earned your stripes, yet”… 

 God gives, because God is a giver.  It is one of His cool qualities. 

 He does not Reproach you – He does not rebuff you for asking 

 He is not working from your script but His own… and He is really keen for you to 
get the right understanding, and delighted that you should ask. 

 Look at the words on the screen, all enlarged and emboldened for you “and it 
will be given him/(her)” 

 So ask, and wait.  If it is needful, seek prayer partners in the journey; who know 
How To Wait Upon God.  Who possess discernment. 

 You can find 20¢ counsellors anyplace, I’m not talking simply about getting 
advice, you are looking for something that resonates, not with your wishes, but 
with your Spirit 

 “Sometimes we have to wait long enough…Then we find out why exactly it was 
that we kept believing…”6 

 The final guidance/ caution James issues, speaks to the attitude <Slide #6> 
❖ James 1:6–8 (ESV) 6 But let him ask in faith, with no doubting, for the one who 
doubts is like a wave of the sea that is driven and tossed by the wind. 7 For that 
person must not suppose that he will receive anything from the Lord; 8 he is a 
double-minded man, unstable in all his ways.  

 He is not talking about the hypocrite here – two faced -   if you are two faced, you 
are saying one thing but harbouring something very different in your heart 

 No, the sense of this is far more like “hedging your bets”.  Having a back up plan, 
if God doesn’t come through. 

 Now, word for the wise.  Going through difficulties is horrible & hard… because 
they are difficulties. 

 It is by definition, not a picnic.  So, temptation is likely to be another assailant in 
the midst of your personal ‘yuk’ 

                                                           
5 Motyer, J. A. (1985). The message of James: the tests of faith (p. 32). Leicester, England; Downers Grove, IL: 

Inter-Varsity Press. 
6 Sanderson, Brandon,   Mistborn “The Final Empire” p. 587 

https://ref.ly/logosres/bstus80jas?ref=Bible.Jas1.2-4&off=7818&ctx=convey.+James%E2%80%99+word+~(hypomone%CC%84)+is+well+
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 Temptation is not sin.  So, in the place of pressure – sure thoughts will come to 
abandon ship [God].  Recognise them for what they are.  Even the psalmist had 
days like that 

❖ Psalm 73:2–3 (NKJV) 2 But as for me, my feet had almost stumbled; My steps 
had nearly slipped. 3 For I was envious of the boastful, When I saw the prosperity of 
the wicked.  

 He despaired and wondered if his faithfulness & righteousness had all been 
worth it 

❖ Psalm 73:17–18 (NKJV) 17 Until I went into the sanctuary of God; Then I 
understood their end. 18 Surely You set them in slippery places; You cast them 
down to destruction.  

 Temptation will fold as you resist it.  If you practise, it will fold earlier and earlier – 
James said vs. 4 “that you may be Perfect and Complete, lacking in nothing” 

 Closure   <Slide #7>…Bernie Webber of the Coast Guard…  


